
MARXISM IN GOBLIN MARKET BY CHRISTINA

How is Marxism presented as a metaphor in Christina Rossetti's poem 'Goblin Market'? In Goblin Market, Rossetti
presents Marxism as a metaphor through a.

An example of this in the poem is that once Laura has had a taste of the fruit she immediately wants more.
This has severe consequences as she ages prematurely and seems to become depressed in her longing for the
fruit. In the second section, I show how that process of fetishism is intimately related to the body of the
audience, both the reader of the text and, to a lesser extent, the consuming Victorian public. Rosettes hints that
the girls share feelings beyond that of sisters. Laura is clearly situated in a lower societal class than the goblins
and she is admiring their fruit. The market itself is a representation of capitalism, where people own goods and
businesses privately and are free to set their own prices, Marxist criticism Goblin Market Copy By claws
solicit their goods, and make their own profits. Look at this passage in particular. This suggests that this was
how Rossetti wanted us to see men in general. With the help of Marxist criticism we can make the argument
that Rossetti was influenced by her contemporary society. Laura wants to buy the fruit from the goblins. There
is a tradition of reading Goblin Market as an allegory of various Victorian symptoms. Laura experimented
with the drugs and became hooked. Feminism 'Goblin Market' contains many aspects of feminism. Finally the
goblins could represent business men, who trick people into buying their products. Finally, in the last section,
I return to several passages discussed earlier in the body of the paper in order to underscore the production of
models of consumption, desire, and enjoyment committed to the very denial of pleasure, to the practice of
asceticism. It could hence be argued that. This is shown in "cheek to cheek and breast to breast"-This is not
necasserily erotic, it simply shows the pure relationships of women in comparison to men. As mentioned
earlier. In the first, I track briefly the tradition of treating the poem as an allegory, arguing that while Goblin
Market does in fact correlate to various Victorian social symptoms or conditions, the often hasty recourse to
an allegorical reading threatens to reify the poem as allegory, thereby ignoring the process of fetishism that the
text identifies and at times criticizes. The selling and consuming of this fruit can therefore be interpreted as the
conquering and exploitation of the British colonies all over the world. She uses Jeannine story as an anchor,
and her strong will to prevent herself from succumbing to the calls of these merchant men. The goblins in this
poem could therefore be said to represent the controlling force in the economy. By "allegory" I mean a form of
narrative that has a primary, seemingly arbitrary sense that correlates to a secondary, larger narrative, perhaps
an actual event, series of events, or cultural condition outside of the text. Here the fruit can be inferred to
represent drugs and the goblin men represent the drug dealers. Related posts:. Sisterly Love or Something
more? For example you could argue that in the poem there's this idea that consumerism is bad, and that we are
never satisfied with what we have. They have a strong id, which is the part of psyche that controls desires.
This is because Marxism was the footing for communism which tends towards equity and even construction in
society which is reflected in the construction of the verse form. She has lost herself along the way.


